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Abstract—In many Software-Defined Networking (SDN) deployments the control plane ends up being actually centralized, yielding a single point of failure and attack. This paper models the interaction between the data plane and a distributed control plane consisting of a set of failure-prone and potentially malicious (compromised) control devices, and implements a secure and robust controller platform that allows network administrators to integrate new network functionality as with a centralized approach. Concretely, the network administrator may program the data plane from the perspective of a centralized controller without worrying about distribution, asynchrony, failures, attacks, or coordination problems that any of these could cause.

We introduce a formal SDN computation model for applying network policies and show that it is impossible to implement asynchronous non-blocking and strongly consistent SDN controller platforms in that model. We then present a robust SDN controller protocol (RoSCo) which implements (i) a protocol with provably linearizable semantics for applying network policies that is resilient against faulty/malicious control devices as long as a correct majority exists, and (ii) a modification to the protocol that improves performance by relaxing the guarantees of linearizability to exploit commutativity among updates. Extensive experiments conducted with a functional prototype of RoSCo over a large networked infrastructure supporting Open vSwitch (OVS)-compatible Agilio CX™ SmartNIC hardware show that RoSCo induces bearable overhead. In fact, RoSCo achieves higher throughput in most cases investigated than the seminal Ravana [35] platform which addresses only benign (crash) failures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Software-Defined Networking (SDN) control plane allows for expressing and composing policies of varying networking applications and translating these to a combined network policy, entailing rules installed onto the switches for handling network flows. Consider a typical SDN computation model depicted in Fig. 1 as a packet arrives at a switch port for which there is no matching entry in the switch’s flow table, the switch generates an event sent to the controller platform. The controller subsequently installs a new rule on the switch and possibly on other switches as well.
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causes including software flaws or transmission errors. For example, in July 2008 Amazon S3 suffered an outage caused by network communication errors that corrupted messages “such that the message was still intelligible, but the system state information was incorrect” [2]. Again, in 2012, Amazon AWS suffered another outage due to “a latent bug in an operational data collection agent” [3]. Google App Engine also suffered a several hour outage as the “result of a bug in our datastore servers [...] triggered by a particular class of queries” [5]. In all these cases, the failure was not caused by a crash. While these examples focus on general network applications, the principles behind the outages can easily carry over to any SDN controller model. Typical SDN policies are based on matching of a packet prefix. When applying such SDN policies, even the corruption of a single bit can cause a mismatch resulting in incorrect data plane routing.

Furthermore, as Kreutz et al. argue in a position paper [38], several threat vectors motivate the need for a secure and dependable SDN controller platform, including forged or faked flows, attacks on vulnerabilities in switches and on control plane communication. The effects of such malicious (à la Byzantine) adversaries [16, 41] in fact can manifest similarly to many benign faults mentioned earlier such as corrupted communication. In summary, once an SDN switch is thus faulty or compromised (e.g., due to collocation with a compromised application or virtual switch [50]), it may perform any of the following actions: send arbitrary messages within the control plane and to switches in the data plane as well as arbitrarily delay/intercept/modify traffic between controllers and switches [38], eventually compromising the entire data plane. While it is not immediate under what circumstances vulnerabilities cause control devices to exhibit the full spectrum of Byzantine behavior [11], threat vectors inherent to SDN make it vital that the SDN controller platform provides provable correctness against faults beyond crashes.

Existing results and model uniqueness. Though many fundamental results and bounds from traditional fault-tolerant distributed computing still apply to address the consistency of data plane updates in the distributed SDN context, those are based on abstractions/models which are both too generic and specific. More specifically, the problems addressed in the SDN model considered in this paper differ from traditional setups in that the latter: (1) consider clients concurrently issuing requests to servers, while the present SDN context has switches issue events to controllers, whose handling yields updates for several switches and not only the one raising the event; (2) assume a single homogeneous network whilst the SDN context further distinguishes between the data plane network and controller-switch network (and possibly client-controller network) which can be physically disjoint; (3) do not typically make assumptions about state and logic managed and shared among servers whereas the SDN logic [12] (e.g., network flows/flow tables) has well-known specific semantics and constraints. As a result, traditional distributed computing solutions deployed as black-boxes are unlikely to be efficient in the SDN computation and threat model.

Technical constraints. A dependable practical SDN controller platform, apart from providing consistency, integrity and availability for applying network policies, must also come with a simple computation and programming model. Specifically, it must allow the network administrator to program the network switching fabric with the ease of programming a centralized SDN controller. For example, unlike with our work, the Hyperflow [51] replicated SDN controller platform requires the application itself to actually manage the replicated state, thus increasing the burden on programmers. A second important requirement for the SDN controller platform is to keep the instrumentation on the switch runtime minimal. For example, it may be perfectly plausible to deploy a variant of Paxos [39] (for crash failures) as is the case with [18] or deploy Byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) [40] protocols across every switch and controller, but this can incur complex instrumentation, increase usage of switch runtime resources (which may be limited), and require messaging that is non-compliant with existing data plane APIs like OpenFlow [46, 51].

Contributions. This paper presents RoSCo, to the best of our knowledge the first comprehensive solution towards a robust SDN controller platform with a provably consistent protocol for applying network policies in the face of failures including crashes up to maliciously compromised controllers, and which conforms to standard programming interfaces [46, 47]. The RoSCo protocol utilizes an agreement-based distributed controller to ensure ordering of data-plane events combined with quorum authentication for updates to network policies while explicit acknowledgements ensure consistency. The key algorithmic trick to implementing RoSCo in our SDN computation and threat model is augmenting the switch runtime to perform control message verification, with minimal induced overhead.

Concretely, this paper makes the following contributions. We present (i) a formal computation model for applying network policies in the presence of faulty and/or malicious controllers and an impossibility result for implementing non-blocking data plane updates in this model in a strongly consistent manner, i.e., enforcing event linearizability – a property for the SDN setting inspired by linearizability [28]; (ii) a protocol providing event linearizability for this failure model that ensures progress assuming a correct majority of controllers; (iii) a relaxation of the linearizable protocol that guarantees update consistency exploiting commutativity among updates and hence increasing concurrency, leading to demonstrably improved performance; (iv) the RoSCo prototype extending the Ryu controller framework and the Open vSwitch (OVS) runtime with minimal data plane instrumentation, in a way compliant with OpenFlow [46, 51]; (v) extensive experiments and microbenchmarks that show the overhead of RoSCo is bearable in practice; thanks to design and implementation choices RoSCo achieves higher throughput in most tested cases than the seminal Ravana [35] platform that only tackles clear-cut crash failures.

Code and experimental artifacts. The RoSCo implementation is publicly available on GitLab and the experimental topologies have been added for reproducibility of results[4].

https://gitlab.com/robust-sdn
RoSCo protocols for strong and weak consistency.

Roadmap. §II overviews the problems associated with concurrent event processing due to faulty controller processes. §III formalizes the SDN model and presents our consistency definitions for network updates. §IV presents the detailed RoSCo protocols for strong and weak consistency. §V details the implementation specifics of our prototype and §VI presents extensive evaluation experiments. §VII presents related work. §VIII concludes the paper.

II. MOTIVATION AND MODEL

We first briefly motivate the need for consistency in applying network policies before outlining our model of failure/threats and computation. Using OpenFlow, an open standard protocol providing a mechanism for communication between the SDN data plane and control plane, switches send events to and receive updates from controllers via a network connection which imposes a nonzero network delay. This delay can cause uncertain and undesirable behaviors even while all processes are functioning as designed, as illustrated in the following.

Example. Consider the network topology shown in Fig. 2a consisting of five OpenFlow compatible switches (s₁−₅). The arrows represent the current flows routing network traffic to switch s₅. At a particular time, the link between s₄ and s₅ fails. s₄ detects the failure and sends an event to the controller.

The controller requires a network update to alter flows destined for s₅ as shown in Fig. 2b. This network update involves three individual switch updates; one at s₂, s₃, and s₄. In the SDN model, data plane switches do not communicate with each other for network updates. As such, if the controller sends out all switch updates in parallel, the update at s₃ might be processed first, resulting in an unintended loop in the network as shown in Fig. 2c. Eventually the switch update at s₂ will be processed and the loop will be removed however, during the time that the network loop exists, significant switch buffer resources may be consumed affecting availability of the network. Performing the switch updates sequentially starting with the update at s₂, followed by s₃, and finally s₄ would prevent the possibility of a network loop. While solutions to this problem have been well-understood for a centralized controller platform, our solution focuses on maintaining strong consistency in a distributed controller environment, the details of which are described in §IV.

Failure and threat model. We consider a failure/threat model in which SDN controllers, besides crashing, may become faulty or (partially) compromised as specified by Kreutz et al. [38]. Similarly a network host (not part of the existing control plane) may also be compromised and masquerade as an SDN controller. Such an adversary is allowed to perform any of the following actions on the network: send any arbitrary message to switches in the data plane; send any arbitrary message to other controllers; eavesdrop traffic on the communication network between controllers in the control plane; eavesdrop traffic on the communication network between switches and controllers; intercept and modify traffic between controllers and switches. While it might be the case that the physical medium between switches in the data plane is the same as that between the data plane and the control plane, an adversary may not modify the contents of packets sent between switches in the data plane. Specifically, an adversary may not force the dropping of data packets sent between switches other than through modifications to switches’ flow tables. A switch in the data plane may take indefinitely long to respond to controller messages due to network asynchrony. The goal of RoSCo protocols for network updates is to limit the impact an adversary can have on the network as a whole. In the worst case, an adversary should only be able to prevent forward progress. It should not be allowed to alter flows or cause incorrect routing of data packets. As discussed in §IV, RoSCo ensures that correct policies are applied to switches through the use of quorum authentication. However, our failure model does not include the case of a dishonest majority through concurrent software or hardware failures or a coordinated attack. Approaches tackling such scenarios e.g., utilizing multiple versions of software and/or intrusion detection [53, 20] have been well established in existing research. As discussed in §V RoSCo is designed to be flexible to accommodate these approaches.

Computation model. Characterizing the properties (outlined in §I) associated with applying network policies and establishing protocol correctness, besides a failure/threat model, necessitates the need for a computation model. Holistically comparing and evaluating different SDN controller platforms requires us to precisely specify the following crucial properties: what is the consistency property that defines the guarantees for within the algorithm for how flow table modifications are made; whether the SDN controller is distributed across multiple instances; what are the inherent switch instrumentation (instr.) and complexity costs that define the amount of additional instrumentation is required to data plane switches in order to properly use the SDN controller; what is the programming model, i.e., the amount of knowledge that a controller application and administrator must have of the underlying protocol.

Fig. 2: Fig. 2a depicts the state of an SDN controlled network using OpenFlow with five switches and the active flows to switch s₁. Fig. 2b depicts the intended flows after a network update due to a failure of the link between s₄ and s₅. Fig. 2c depicts an unintended network loop because switch s₃ applied its switch update before s₂ did.
controller process or any switch. Switches communicate with each other solely for the purpose of sending data plane traffic.

**Network policies.** Following [14], we define the notion of a network policy which intuitively specifies the state of the flow tables in data plane switches for forwarding packets across the network. A network policy \( \pi \) specifies the state (or flow tables) of each switch in the data plane. An event is initiated by a switch or a controller and results in a network update to apply a network policy to the flow tables of some subset of switches. We assume that the application of a network policy \( \pi \) begins with an event invocation by a switch followed by a network update. A network update consists of a sequence of switch updates \( u \).

Note that, as outlined via Fig. 1, network policies themselves are either set by one or more administrators or generated through a controller application operating in a layer above the controller platform. However without loss of generality and for the simplicity of the model, we assume that a network policy change is initiated by a switch, but the control plane may itself initiate new network policies on the data plane. Furthermore, as noted in Fig. 1, network policies are set as part of the controller application in a layer above the controller platform.

**Executions and configurations.** A switch update is the modification of the flow table for a switch with the given rule. A step of a network update \( U \) is a switch update \( u \) of \( U \) or a primitive (e.g., message send/receive, atomic actions on process memory state, etc.) performed during \( U \) along with its response. A configuration (of an SDN implementation) specifies the state of each switch and the state of each controller process. The initial configuration is the configuration in which all switches have their initial flow table entries and all controllers are in their initial states. An execution fragment is a (finite or infinite) sequence of steps. An execution \( E \) of an implementation \( I \) is an execution fragment where, starting from the initial configuration, each step is issued according to the implementation \( I \) and each response of a primitive matches the state resulting from all preceding steps. Two executions \( E_i \) and \( E_j \) are indistinguishable to a set of control processes and switches if each of them take identical steps in \( E_i \) and \( E_j \).

**Ideal world specification of network policies.** Defining the correctness of a concurrent network update protocol resilient
against faulty controllers requires specifying the **ideal-world functionality** of the network policy, i.e., how the policy would be implemented on the data plane by a trusted centralized controller. We model this as a standard **mealy machine**: every network policy \( \pi \) has a deterministic sequential specification, i.e., in the absence of concurrency, \( \pi \) begins with an event invocation at data plane configuration \( C_j \) followed by a network update, terminates by returning a response \( r_i \) and moves the data plane to some configuration \( C_{j+1} \).

Note that, as outlined via [Fig. 1], ideal world specification of network policies are determined by one or more administrators or generated through a controller application operating in a layer above the controller platform. The goal of the RoSCo protocols is to enforce this ideal world specification in a highly concurrent failure/threat model.

**Control plane and data plane instrumentation.** We assume that the control plane and data plane are separate and the data plane switches are themselves mutually independent as is the case in data center SDN deployments [31]. This typically allows for the data plane switches to be deployed with minimal instrumentation, i.e., largely forwarding packets according to matching flow table rules [12]. Formally, for every execution \( E \) and any event \( e \) invoking a network update \( U \) initiated by switch \( s \), every extension of \( E \) is indistinguishable to \( s \) from an execution in which \( \text{upd}(S(e)) = \{s\} \). Here, \( \text{upd}(S(e)) = \{s\} \) denotes the set of switches whose flow tables must be updated on completion of \( U \) as a result of the invocation of \( e \) by \( s \).

**Network updates & consistency.** We now define our consistency properties for network updates.

**Strongly consistency or event linearizability.** We first define **strongly consistent** network updates, inspired by the definition presented by Canini et al. [14]. To formalize the definition, we introduce the following technical language. A policy \( \pi_i \) **precedes** another policy \( \pi_j \) in an execution \( E \), denoted \( \pi_i \prec e \pi_j \), if the network update for \( \pi_i \) occurs before the network update of \( \pi_j \) in \( E \). If none of two policies \( \pi_i \) and \( \pi_j \) precede the other, we say that \( \pi_i \) and \( \pi_j \) are **concurrent**. An execution without concurrent policies is a sequential execution. A network policy is **complete** in an execution \( E \) if the invocation event is followed in \( E \) by a matching network update; otherwise, it is **incomplete**. Execution of \( E \) is complete if every policy in \( E \) is complete. A high-level history \( H \) of an execution \( E \) is the subsequence of \( E \) consisting of the network policy event invocations, network updates and network policy responses.

An execution \( E \) is **event linearizable** [28] if there exists a sequential high-level history \( S \) equivalent to some completion of \( H \) such that (1) \( \prec_H \subseteq \prec_S \) (policy precedence is respected) and (2) \( S \) respects the sequential specification of policies in \( H \). A SDN implementation \( \mathcal{I} \) implements event linearizable network updates if every execution \( E \) of \( \mathcal{I} \) is linearizable.

**Update consistency.** As depicted in [Fig. 2], the response to an event \( e \) may involve updates to multiple switches, each of these updates requiring a specific order of execution to maintain consistency. Furthermore, the handling of an event by the controller application is affected not only by the event itself but also the controller application’s global view of the network (state). As such, the ordering of events as input to the controller application is also important.

Event linearizability stipulates that network update \( U_1 \) must take effect before \( U_2 \) takes effect. However, in some situations this strong guarantee is not necessary. We refer to a **flow update** as an ordered sequence of switch updates \([u_1, \ldots, u_n]\) generated by the controller application in response to some event. We refer to **flow consistency** as ordering of switch updates within a flow update. The need for such consistency is motivated in [32] as well as the example in [8]. Ordering is also required for updates to the same switch either within or across multiple flow updates. Such updates may occur as the result of multiple events handled by the controller application or if multiple flow updates are generated in the response to a single event. We refer to the ordering of updates to a single switch as **switch consistency**. Our definition for weak consistency, denoted, **update consistency** relaxes event linearizability whenever possible by allowing switch updates to be applied in parallel provided both **flow consistency** and **switch consistency** are maintained.
Impossibility of non-blocking linearizable SDN control.

We now establish a lower bound that places a fundamental limitation on the nature of progress in asynchronous SDN implementations: it is impossible to realize non-blocking and event linearizable network updates. Intuitively, non-blocking progress in the SDN context ensures that some network update always completes successfully independent of the controller failures and network asynchrony. Formally, we say that an implementation $I$ for network updates in SDN provides non-blocking progress if in every execution $E$ of $I$, some network update $U_i$ participating in $E$ returns a matching response within a finite number of steps. The result and the proof itself is inspired by traditional distributed computing proofs that establish the impossibility of highly parallel non-blocking data structures [25].

Theorem 1: No non-blocking asynchronous SDN implementation provides event linearizable network updates.

Proof: Suppose by contradiction that there exists a SDN implementation $I$ in the malicious controller threat model that provides event linearizable network updates and non-blocking progress. As illustrated in Fig. 3, consider an execution $E_i$ of $I$ in which two network updates $U_1$ and $U_2$ participate in $E_i$. We assume that $U_1$ (and resp. $U_2$) is invoked by event $e_1$ (and resp. $e_2$) by switch $s_1$ (and resp. $s_2$). Suppose that the response of $e_1$ (and resp. $e_2$) involves the flow table updates of switch $s_1$ first and then switch $s_2$ (resp. $s_2$ first and then $s_1$). Since $I$ is non-blocking, at least one of the events $e_1$ or $e_2$ must complete updating the flow tables of $s_1$ and $s_2$ and return a matching response within a finite number of steps. By our assumption, $E_i$ is indistinguishable to $s_1$ (and resp. $s_2$) from an execution $E_j$ in which upd[$S(e_1)$] = $\{s_1\}$ (and resp. upd[$S(e_2)$] = $\{s_2\}$). By the assumption of asynchrony, an adversary may simply delay the communication between the controllers and switches $s_1$ and $s_2$ such that the updates to the respective switches as part of events $e_1$ and $e_2$ are interleaved. However, this contradicts the assumption that $I$ is event linearizable: either the updates corresponding to event $e_1$ first terminates and then the updates corresponding to event $e_2$ are performed or vice-versa. □

Theorem 1 implies that providing event linearizable and asynchronous network updates requires relaxing the non-blocking progress property. In the next section, we describe a provably event linearizable protocol that is resilient against faulty controllers and ensures blocking progress assuming a majority of correct controllers. We additionally present a relaxation of the protocol satisfying update consistency providing demonstrably improved performance.

IV. RoSCo Protocol

This section presents the core contribution of this paper: RoSCo, a dependable Software-Defined Networking (SDN) controller platform for robust network updates. The detailed description of the RoSCo protocol implementing event linearizability is given in Alg. 1 and Alg. 2. The weakly consistent update procedure is described with Alg. 3.

Overview and notation. RoSCo ensures flow consistency, switch consistency, and progress assuming that a majority of controllers are correct. That is, to tolerate $f$ failures, RoSCo requires that at least $3f + 1$ controllers participate in the execution. Since protocols involved in ordering events/event handling across controllers can be costly, RoSCo makes use of event batching.

The protocol makes use of the following notation: $A = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}$ denotes a sequence (ordered set) of elements $a_1 \ldots a_n$. A sequence’s elements are identified/accessed via index (e.g., $A[i]$ refers to the $i$-th element of $A$, $a_i \in A$). $A = (a_1, \ldots, a_n)$ denotes a tuple with elements $a_1 \ldots a_n$. A tuple’s elements are identified via dereferencing (e.g., $A.a_i$). $\otimes$ denotes sequence concatenation: $[a_1, \ldots, a_n] \otimes [b_1, \ldots, b_m] = [a_1, \ldots, a_n, b_1, \ldots, b_m]$. Lastly, cardinality is denoted by $\lceil \cdot \rceil$: $\lceil a_1, \ldots, a_n \rceil = n$.

Definitions. We use the following definitions:

Event sequence $E = [e_1, \ldots, e_n]$: a sequence of one or more events.

Switch update $u = (s, r)$: an individual update to switch identified as $s$ with rule $r$. The rule corresponds to the establishment of a new policy $\pi$ on switch $s$.

Flow update $U = [u_1, \ldots, u_n]$: a sequence of switch updates such that $u_i$ precedes $u_{i+1}$.

Controller keys $CPK_i$ and $CSK_i$: public and secret key respectively for controller $c_i$.

Switch keys $SPK_i$ and $SSK_i$: public and secret key respectively for switch $s_i$.

Note that for simplicity we assume that any event $e$ and rule $r$ is implicitly uniquely identified.

Application interfaces. The protocol uses the following application interfaces:

Switch event generation: $\text{generateEventData}(p) = e$. given packet data $p$ creates the necessary event data to be sent to the controller.

Switch update application: $\text{apply}(r)$ applies $r$ to the switch runtime.

Controller application invocation: $\text{handleEvents}(e_1, \ldots, e_l)$ returns $[U_1, \ldots, U_m]$: a sequence of flow updates generated in “response” to a sequence of events $[e_1, \ldots, e_l]$ as specified by the ideal world functionality.

Signature creation: $\text{sign}(\text{msg}, \text{sk})$, a function to sign a message (msg) with given key (sk).

Signature verification: $\text{verifySign}(\text{sig}, \text{msg}, \text{sk})$, a function to verify a signature (sig) for the given message (msg) using the public key (pk).

Agreement: $\text{propose}(e_1, \ldots, e_n)$ is used by controllers to initiate/participate in an agreement protocol on a sequence of events $E = [e_1, \ldots, e_n]$. As the outcome of agreement, controllers receive through a callback $\text{decide}(E')$ the sequence of events $E'$ to pass to the controller application.

RoSCo protocol procedure. The RoSCo protocol uses an agreement protocol to ensure a total ordering of events processed by controller nodes as well as quorum authentication to ensure agreement among rules to be applied to switches. In short the RoSCo protocol works as follows: (i) A switch receives an incoming packet for which there is no matching rule in the flow table. (ii) The switch generates an event, assigns the event a unique sequence number, signs the event...
with its private key, and broadcasts the signed event to all controllers (Alg. 1 line 17). (iii) A controller, upon receiving a signed event from a switch, verifies the signature (ignoring the event if verification fails or if the event has been received previously), and adds the event to the current batch (Alg. 2 lines 2\textsuperscript{10}). (iv) Once either the batch reaches capacity or a timeout occurs, the controller proposes the batch across controllers (Alg. 2 line 12). (v) Once agreement has been reached, the controller passes the event batch to the controller application to determine the network update for it (Alg. 2 line 28). (vi) The controller executes the network update procedure (described below) for the resulting network update (Alg. 2 line 20). (vii) Event batch and network update are cleared after all switch updates are applied to the data plane.

Strongly consistent network update procedure (event linearity). To ensure strong consistency, when given a network update, the controller performs each switch update serially. The procedure to perform the network update is as follows: (i) The controller retrieves the next flow update from the network update (Alg. 2 line 28). (ii) The controller retrieves the next switch update from the flow update, signs the update with its private key, and sends the signed update to the switch (Alg. 2 line 31). (iii) The controller waits to receive an acknowledgement the switch (Alg. 2 line 22). (iv) The controller continues with the next switch update (step (ii)) until all policies from the flow update have been made. (v) The controller continues with the next flow update (step (i)) until all flow updates have been applied.

Switch update procedure. To ensure protection from a faulty controller, a switch can only apply an update rule after it has received verified update rules from a quorum majority of controllers. The procedure taken by a switch to perform a rule update is as follows: (i) A switch, upon receiving a switch update from a controller verifies the signature (ignoring the update if verification fails or if the rule has been received previously), and adds the rule to the received rule set (Alg. 1 lines 10-12). (ii) If a quorum of verified rules has been received the switch applies the rule, and sends an acknowledgement for the rule to all controllers (Alg. 1 lines 13-16). The proof technique for event linearity is interesting is its own right: it shows how ideas from traditional distributed computing proofs\footnote{43} can be adopted for deriving correctness proofs of network update protocols. Recall that the application of a network policy \(\pi_i\) begins with an event invocation by a switch \(s_i \in S\) followed by a network update. To prove event linearity of RoSCo, we need to show that in every execution of the RoSCo protocol, described in Alg. 1 and Alg. 2 and for any two network policies \(\pi_i\) and \(\pi_j\) in a given execution, \(\pi_i\) (and resp. \(\pi_j\)) completes entirely before \(\pi_j\) (and resp. \(\pi_i\)) starts. The proof for event linearity shows that the individual steps of \(\pi_i\) and \(\pi_j\) are not interleaved by constructing a mapping to an equivalent execution in which network policies are never invoked concurrently. This is achieved by assigning appropriate atomicity points for the update procedures.

Theorem 2: RoSCo protocol described in Alg. 1 and Alg. 2 enforces event linearization of network updates.

Proof: In RoSCo, an event is initiated by a switch and results in a network update to apply a network policy to the flow tables of some subset of switches as illustrated in Fig. 4. The application of a network policy \(\pi_i\) in an execution \(E\) of RoSCo begins with an event invocation by a switch \(s_i \in S\) followed by a network update.

Let Line 5 of Alg. 1 be the event invocation of any network policy \(\pi_i\) in an execution \(E\) and Line 24 in Alg. 2 denote the response \(r_i\) of \(\pi_i\) in \(E\). All steps performed by the state machines described by the pseudocode within these lines denote the lifetime of \(\pi_i\). The proof proceeds by assigning a serialization point for a policy which identifies the step in the execution in which the policy takes effect. First, we obtain a completion of \(E\) by removing every incomplete policy from \(E\). Concretely, if the step in line 15 of Alg. 1 is not performed, the policy is treated as incomplete.

Let \(H\) denote the high-level history of \(E\) constructed as follows: firstly, we derive linearization points of operations performed in \(E\) (sendAcknowledgement, sendEvent, verifySign, sendSwitchUpdate, apply and propose). The linearization point of any such operation \(op\) is associated with a message step performed between the lifetime of \(op\). A linearization \(H\) of \(E\) is obtained by associating the last event performed within \(op\) as the linearization point. We then derive \(H\) as the subsequence of \(E\) consisting of the network policy event invocations, network updates and network policy responses. Let \(<_E\) denote a total order on steps performed in \(E\) and \(<_H\) denotes a total order steps in the complete history \(H\). We then define the serialization point of a policy \(\pi_i\); this is associated with an execution step or the linearization point of an operation performed within the execution of \(\pi_i\). Specifically, a complete sequential history \(S\) is obtained by associating serialization points to policies in \(H\) as follows: for every complete network update in \(E\), serialization point is assigned to the last event of the loop in line 32 of Alg. 2.

Claim 1: For any two policies \(\pi_i\) and \(\pi_j\) in \(E\), if \(\pi_i <_H \pi_j\), then \(\pi_i <_S \pi_j\).

Proof: This follows immediately from the fact that for a given network update, its serialization point is chosen between the first and last event of the policy implying if \(\pi_i <_H \pi_j\), then \(\delta_{\pi_i} <_E \delta_{\pi_j}\) implies \(\pi_i <_S \pi_j\).

Claim 2: Let \([\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_n]\) be the ordering for the sequential specification of policies in \(H\). Then, the sequence of network policies as constructed in \(S\) is consistent with \([\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_n]\).

Proof: Let \([U_1, \ldots, U_n]\) be the corresponding sequence of flow updates where for all \(i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}\), \(U_i\) is the flow update for \(\pi_i\). Recall that each flow update consists of \([u_1, \ldots, u_n]\): a sequence of switch updates such that \(u_i\) precedes \(u_{i+1}\). Firstly, we argue that for all \(i < j \leq n\), \(\delta_{\pi_i} <_E \delta_{\pi_j}\) implies that the last switch update of \(U_i\) (as defined by the linearization point of apply in line 32 of Alg. 2) precedes the first switch update of \(U_j\). This invariant immediately follows the waiting acknowledgement loop in line 32 of Alg. 2 which forces all switches in \(U_i\) to complete before starting the first switch update in \(U_{i+1}\). Thus, if \(\pi_i\) precedes \(\pi_j\) according to the sequential specification in \(H\), then \(\delta_{\pi_i} <_E \delta_{\pi_j}\) implies that...
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for switch $s_i$ with secret key $SSK_i$

1: $CPK_i$ $\triangleright$ Public key for each controller $c_i$
2: $P \leftarrow \emptyset$ $\triangleright$ Set of previous seen network updates from each controller
3: $D \leftarrow \emptyset$ $\triangleright$ Set of received network updates and counts
4: $\text{quorum} \leftarrow \lfloor |B|/2 \rfloor + 1$
5: upon receive($packet$) on incoming link do
6: if no flow table match then // Other anomalies possible
7: sendEvent($packet$)
8: else
9: forward packet along data plane
10: upon receive($seq || sig$) from controller $c_i$ do
11: if $\text{verifySign}(r, \text{sig}, CPK_i)$ and $seq \notin P[c_i]$ then
12: $D[r] \leftarrow D[r] \cup \{seq\}$
13: if $|D[r]| \geq \text{quorum}$ then
14: $P[c_i] \leftarrow P[c_i] \cup \{seq\}$
15: apply($r$)
16: sendAcknowledgement($seq$)
17: procedure $sendEvent(packet)$
18: $e \leftarrow \text{generateEventData}(packet)$
19: $\text{sig} \leftarrow \text{sign}(e, SSK_i)$
20: $\text{send}(e || \text{sig})$ to every controller $c_i$
21: procedure $sendAcknowledgement(seq)$
22: $\text{sig} \leftarrow \text{sign}(\text{ACK} || seq, SSK_i)$
23: $\text{send}((\text{ACK} || seq, \text{sig})$ to every controller $c_i$

$\pi_i$ precedes $\pi_j$ in $S$.

To complete the proof of this claim, we argue that if $\pi_i$ precedes $\pi_k$ according to the sequential specification in $H$, there does not exist $i < j < k$ such that $\pi_i < \pi_j < \pi_k$. Suppose by contradiction that such a $\pi_j$ exists. Recall that by the agreement property, every controller node agrees on the output of the sequence of flow updates in line 17 of Alg. 2. Consequently, the only reason for such a $\pi_j$ to exist is if the last switch update of $U_j$ precedes the first switch update of $U_k$. But this is not possible by the invariant proved above—contradiction. ■

The conjunction of Claim 1 and Claim 2 together establish that $E$ is event linearizable. ■

Weakly consistent network update procedure (update consistency). For weak consistency, when given a network update, the controller can perform the switch updates commutatively provided that flow consistency and switch consistency are maintained. Commutativity is determined based on the network updates received by the controller application. Flow consistency is maintained by ensuring that a switch update within a flow update is not sent to the switch until after receiving an acknowledgment for the previous switch update. Switch consistency is maintained by ensuring that a switch update is not sent to the switch until after an acknowledgment is received for the last switch update to the same switch as determined by the controller application (if any). The procedure to perform the network update is as follows (cf. Alg. 3): the controller forks a parallel thread for every flow update in the network update (Alg. 3 line 29).

(i) The controller retrieves the next switch update from the flow update and waits until the following have been satisfied (Alg. 3 lines 31, 36): a) the switch update is the first in the flow update or an acknowledgement for the preceding switch update has been received, and b) an acknowledgement for the last switch update to the same switch from previous network updates has been received. (ii) The controller signs the update with its private key and sends it to the switch (Alg. 3 line 37). (iii) The controller continues with the next switch update (step (ii)) until all switch updates have been made.

Discussion on progress with dishonest controller majority. Observe that RoSCo is a blocking implementation that provides forward progress as long as a correct majority of controllers participate in a given execution, but safety (i.e., linearizability and update consistency) is never violated even if a faulty majority exists. Note that even if some controller manufactures a response to an event and even if the controller is able to correctly sign the response, if no other controllers send the same response then a quorum of responses will never be received by the switch and the rule associated with the response will never be applied (line 13 of Alg. 1).

This is the main algorithmic trick in RoSCo: to augment the switch runtime to perform the controller event verification, but with minimal overhead as we demonstrate through our extensive evaluations. We remark that the presented pseudocode does not explicitly depict the RoSCo exception handling (when a dishonest majority affects any step in the protocol execution thus disrupting forward progress) which in practice can be handled via timeouts, optimistic abort-and-retry mechanisms, and/or existing techniques for detecting and defending against coordinated intrusion [53, 20].
The RoSCo implementation is twofold; (i) A Java Overview. controllers avoiding the need for leader election. ing with benign faults, events are sent from switches to all network update protocol described in Ravana \[35\] for deal- operate in the same role. In contrast to explicit leader-based totally distributed controller framework where all controllers lines 27–32 of Alg. 2 is no guarantee that events will be received in the same events sent from switches must be processed by each controller In order to maintain consistent controller state, Agreement. but leaves the message payload for policies unchanged. adds message signatures to the OpenFlow protocol messages, controller applications to run in a fault-tolerant manner. RoSCo network updates. The RoSCo runtime intercepts all incoming the logic for network policies and processes events to generate consistent controller state is achieved using quorum rules. when a controller or switch sends a message, the Transaction Identifier (XID) in the OpenFlow message is used to determine the sender of the message. When a message is received by a controller, it checks whether the message is a duplicate. This is done by comparing the sequence number of the received message with that of the messages previously received. If the received message is a duplicate, it is discarded. If the received message is new, it is processed further.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF ROSSCO

RoSCo is implemented as an abstraction layer between the controller application and the data plane switches utilizing a totally distributed controller framework where all controllers operate in the same role. In contrast to explicit leader-based network update protocol described in Ravana \[35\] for dealing with benign faults, events are sent from switches to all controllers avoiding the need for leader election.

Overview. The RoSCo implementation is twofold; (i) A Java layer (runtime OpenJDK version 1.8.0) which runs on the controller to perform agreement and handle acknowledgements. Using interprocess communication, events are sent from the RoSCo layer to the controller application providing the flexibility of the use of any controller application framework to run unmodified. (ii) An OVS runtime extension for handling quorum authentication of policy responses. \[Fig. 5\] depicts the software organization of the RoSCo implementation. Implicitly, by extending OVS, the RoSCo implementation makes use of the OpenFlow protocol. The sections that follow describe how RoSCo makes use of existing OpenFlow messages and structures. To ensure message integrity and authentication OpenFlow messages are wrapped with a signature for the sender as an extension to the existing OpenFlow message format. In addition, the RoSCo implementation utilizes OpenFlow as follows:

- When a controller or switch sends a message, the Transaction Identifier (XID) in the OpenFlow message header is set to a unique value. This allows recipients of the messages to drop duplicates.
- A Barrier Request (BarrierReq) is sent by the controller to initiate an acknowledgement, it then waits for a Barrier Response (BarrierRes) from the switch before proceeding.

Controller applications. The controller application contains the logic for network policies and processes events to generate network updates. The RoSCo runtime intercepts all incoming event messages and network updates allowing unmodified controller applications to run in a fault-tolerant manner. RoSCo adds message signatures to the OpenFlow protocol messages, but leaves the message payload for policies unchanged.

Agreement. In order to maintain consistent controller state, events sent from switches must be processed by each controller in the same order; however due to network asynchrony there is no guarantee that events will be received in the same order by controllers. Duplicate and corrupted events must also be discarded. In order to ensure a total ordering of events across controller nodes, the RoSCo controller layer uses the BFT-SMaRt library to agree on an event (set of events with batching). Once a sequence of events is agreed on, each controller processes them from its own event queue and sends the corresponding response(s) directly to the data plane.

Event sequence numbers. Events sent from data plane switches need to be identifiable to ensure ordering and unique execution. Any event that has been previously processed by a controller node is discarded. To implement sequence numbers, we modified the OVS runtime to use the XID contained in the OpenFlow header. An event received by a controller with the same XID as one received previously is discarded. Similarly for event responses sent by controllers, the XID is also used to assign each response a unique identifier and a response received by a switch with a previously used XID is discarded.

Quorum authentication. Quorum authentication ensures that a policy cannot be set by a minority of malicious controllers, assuming a control plane of four or more controllers. Quorum authentication therefore complements Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), provided in OVS, that only secures communication but does not protect against a trusted controller that becomes compromised by a malicious adversary. Switches must wait for a majority quorum of responses received from verifiable controllers before the rules can be installed. The verification of controllers and the storing of responses is implemented as a modification to the OVS runtime. Switches store verified responses from controllers in a hash map keyed by XID along with a list of the controllers that sent the particular response. The response is passed to the switch runtime for processing only when a majority quorum has been received. At that time the response XID is “retired” and any future responses containing the XID are ignored.

Acknowledgments. To ensure consistency, switches must send
In this section, we rigorously evaluate the overhead of our event linearizable and update consistent protocols (cf. § IV) using varying network configurations. The goal is to determine the feasibility of deploying RoSCo in a large-scale SDN by answering the following questions: (1) What is the effect of event linearizability on throughput? (2) Does update consistency improve throughput? (3) How much can a faulty controller affect throughput and how does it compare against protocols that only provide resilience against benign crash failures? (4) Does RoSCo affect the latency of processing events?

**Evaluation hardware.** All evaluations were performed on a set of machines provided by the DETERLab Project [11] (cf. Fig. 6). For RoSCo controllers, we used 4 machines (to tolerate 1 failure) each containing 2 Intel® Xeon™ processors running at 3.00 GHz with 4 GB of main memory. For switch emulation, we used a single machine containing two Intel® Xeon™ E5-2450 v2 processors (12 cores total) running at 2.20 GHz with 16 GB of main memory. All machines ran Ubuntu 16.04 LTS with kernel v4.4.0-83 and were connected using a 1 Gbit network. A separate 1 Gbit network was used to connect controller machines dedicated for the agreement protocol. Additionally, the switch machine also contained a Netronome® Agilio CX™ SmartNIC which provides hardware offloading of OpenFlow packet processing through the use of a custom OVS implementation. This implementation is open source which allowed for the modifications necessary for our evaluation. Data plane connectivity was emulated using Mininet v2.1.0.

**Evaluation testbed.** Throughput was measured using an extension to the OVS ovs-appctl command to create a benchmark that accesses the OVS switch runtime and schedules the sending of PacketIn requests from all switches. The benchmark then waits for an equal number of FlowMod responses from the controller(s), and records the total time to receive the responses and the average response time for each individual PacketIn request. In the control plane, the benchmark uses the cbench application, a Ryu controller application implemented as a benchmark for measuring throughput of OpenFlow messages. Upon receiving a PacketIn message, cbench replies with an empty FlowMod message which does not provide any routing logic to the switch. As such, cbench is not intended for use as deployed controller application and is solely intended for benchmarking to provide minimal latency within the controller application so that measurements actually reflect the throughput of the controller runtime and transport layer. While our benchmark focuses on PacketIn requests and FlowMod replies, any OpenFlow event and response can be used without loss of generality.

Using this benchmark we measured the throughput of RoSCo and compared it to two other implementations: a centralized controller using the Ryu [6] runtime (version 4.23) and Ravana. The authors of Ravana were able to provide their implementation which we used in our evaluations. The data points for all graphs represent the geometric mean of 25 individual trials, with error bars representing one standard deviation from the geometric mean.

**Benefits of event batching.** The RoSCo controller batches events to increase throughput. Here we evaluate the throughput and latency of RoSCo for varying batch sizes. Fig. 7a shows the message throughput of events processed through the agreement protocol by RoSCo for various batch sizes and Fig. 7b shows the corresponding latency imposed. In our experiments, throughput increases as batch size increases, which is the direct result of the reduced number of agreement protocol instances
needed for controllers to agree on events. However at a point, the benefits of batching are reduced as performance becomes bounded by other aspects of event processing (e.g., decoding of OpenFlow messages and processing of events).

**Throughput and latency.** We evaluated the throughput of RoSCo against Ryu and Ravana. Using the OVS benchmark, experiments were run for each implementation with varying numbers of switches in the data plane, which all sent PacketIn requests in parallel to the controller(s). The resulting throughput can be seen in Fig. 7c. For both RoSCo and Ravana, the maximum batch size was set to 1000 messages with a batch time out of 0.1 s. The RoSCo network update procedures evaluated are as follows:

- **RoSCo NO-ACK** represents RoSCo without acknowledgments. This scenario is impractical as it provides no consistency guarantees for network updates, yet is included as a baseline.
- **RoSCo LNZ** represents RoSCo using the strongly consistent network update procedure. As such, all switch updates are performed sequentially.
- **RoSCo WEAK-SGL** represents RoSCo using the weakly consistent network update procedure with single switch updates.
  
  In this scenario the flow updates received in response to an event require updating a single switch.
- **RoSCo WEAK-ALL** represents RoSCo using the weakly consistent network update procedure, however each flow update received in response to an event requires an update to all switches.

RoSCo’s throughput is lower than Ryu’s due to the overheads of agreement and quorum authentication. The OVS benchmark sends requests without delay representing the worst possible case for RoSCo performance. Our goal is to provide strong guarantees, not maximize update rate/throughput. That said, our scheme provides good performance even in conservative scenarios; it is clearly faster with update consistency than Ravana — whose performance is deemed sufficient for real-life scenarios [35] — in all scenarios with 4 or more switches.

Ryu utilizes multiple threads in order to maintain separate connections to each data plane switch. The Ravana implementation uses additional threading to maintain its distributed event queue. Written as a direct extension to the Ryu runtime and entirely in Python, Ravana suffers significant performance penalties due to the threading behavior of the CPython interpreter’s Global Interpreter Lock (GIL) [4], which while allowing for a more deterministic execution, prevents threads from executing in parallel. To show how the GIL affects event processing throughput we also implemented RoSCo completely in Python as an extension to the Ryu runtime. The resulting throughput is shown as ‘RoSCo Python’ in Fig. 7c and is significantly lower than the Java layer approach. This motivated the use of a framework providing true parallelism for our RoSCo implementation since our goal is to evaluate the overhead of agreement, quorum authentication, and acknowledgements, not the limitations of CPython.

**Impact of consistency guarantees.** Without any acknowledgments, RoSCo is able to achieve throughput near Ryu since all switch updates can be processed in parallel. However, this provides no consistency in network updates. The addition of acknowledgments provides the guarantee of update consistency, however reduces throughput. This result is intuitive as the controllers must wait for an acknowledgment from data plane switches before sending dependent switch updates.

For the strongly consistent network update procedure (RoSCo LNZ) all updates are processed sequentially. While providing the strongest guarantees, it also allows no update commutativity. Relaxing the consistency requirements (RoSCo WEAK-SGL and RoSCo WEAK-ALL) provide significant performance improvements especially as the number of switches increases. In both scenarios, increasing the number of switches increases commutativity of flow updates. Even when a flow update requires a switch update to each switch in the data plane (RoSCo WEAK-ALL), such flow updates can be pipelined as updates are made to individual switches.

In all experiments, more switches requires additional system resources for managing acknowledgements, queued events, and tracking rule quorums. This additional resource usage reduces the overall throughput in the extreme cases for switch counts. This behavior is also reflected in the centralized Ryu and Ravana experiments.

**Impact of faulty controllers.** We ran RoSCo using the OVS benchmark under the following two fault scenarios: (i) A single faulty controller continuously proposes the first event received from the data plane. Since the event is a duplicate, it is continuously dropped, however all controllers must still participate in agreement before the event is discarded. (ii) A single faulty controller continuously sends a FlowMod to all switches with differing response identifiers. The switch determines that the signature as well as the response identifier are correct, however since no other controller in the control plane sends the same update, a quorum is never reached and the update is never applied.

We ran these scenarios through the same network configurations as our throughput evaluation. Fig. 7d shows the results of RoSCo while under attack scenario (i) (RoSCo WEAK-SGL-A) and RoSCo WEAK-ALL-A in the figure). While the faulty controller is able to affect the overall throughput of events from the increased number of agreement instances, the reduction is only marginal. For scenario (ii) there was no significant difference in throughput. These results show that RoSCo can perform equally well with controller faults as during normal operations.

**Microbenchmarks.** Tab. III shows the average time spent in various places of the RoSCo implementation while processing a single event. Response Time (RT) represents the total time to process the event, from the time it is sent by the data plane

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Response Time (RT)</td>
<td>11.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledgement Time (AT)</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quorum Time (QT)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement Time (AT)</td>
<td>9.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing Time (PT)</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoSCo Overhead (RT + AT - PT)</td>
<td>15.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
switch to the time in which the switch processes a quorum response. Acknowledgement Time (AT) represents the time for a controller to receive an acknowledgement for a switch update. In the case of dependent switch updates, the controller would not be able to send the next switch update until receiving an acknowledgement. Quorum Time (QT) represents the time that a data plane switch waits for a quorum of messages from the control plane (after receiving the first switch update). Agreement Time (AGT) represents the time for a single instance of agreement using BFT-SMaRt. Processing Time (PT) represents the time spent for the controller application to process the event and send a response. The overall overhead of quorum authentication is minimal and the majority of RoSCo overhead is from agreement and waiting for acknowledgments. The actual overhead for a single request is shown in Tab. III.

Assuming negligible network delay, the overhead for RoSCo is essentially the total response time plus acknowledgement time minus the processing time. Processing of an event by the controller application to generate a network update is required regardless of protocol. Using the weakly consistent network update procedure, the acknowledgement time can be amortized as independent switch updates can be processed in parallel, however since the values shown in Tab. III represent the time to process a single event, this amortization is not reflected. The total overhead can be further reduced by batching events to amortize agreement costs.

VII. RELATED WORK

This section presents related work on consistency and fault tolerance in distributed SDN controllers. Please see literature surveys [12], [21] for general overviews of SDN controllers.

Consistency formalizations for network updates. The event linearizability property presented in this paper is based on the original definition for traditional distributed computing [23] and was adapted to the SDN context previously in [14]. However our definition expands on this to generalize linearizability in malicious contexts as well as shows the impossibility result which holds even for non-blocking environments. Consistent updates (CU) [48] ensure that a packet is processed during an execution either entirely by an old policy or a new one, but never a mix of both. This property is also guaranteed by the strictly stronger property of event linearizability since it reduces the concurrent network update to an equivalent sequential one. Network event structures (NES) [45] provide a mechanism for causally consistent policy updates where multiple switch updates can cause uncertainty in packet forwarding. However, NES require instrumented data plane switches with the ability to modify packets at ingress and egress switches. One of the goals of RoSCo is to allow consistent switch updates with minimal instrumentation of forwarding logic; additionally causal consistency is weaker than the event linearizability safety property, but comparable to the update consistency safety property. Unlike RoSCo, NES cannot handle malicious controller processes. Several papers study and identify different customizable consistency properties for SDN network updates [54], [32], [23], [42], [22], [34], but none considers malicious adversaries. Deriving protocols for dealing with malicious adversaries and extending our framework for such consistency definitions is ongoing work.

Distributed SDN controller platforms. The SDN computation model considered in this paper explicitly separates the data plane and control plane; concretely, it requires that the state of any two switches in the data plane be mutually disjoint and this precludes the use of agreement protocols within the switch runtime. More generally, distributed computing solutions like state machine replication may not be used as a black-box for network updates as is the case in the Net-Paxos protocol [18]. Onix [37] and ONOS [9] are two of the earliest proposals to motivate the need for a distributed control plane. Both suffer from two fundamental drawbacks: the lack of consistency in network updates and the inability to cope with malicious failures in the control plane as well as attacks on network communications which may disrupt network updates. Onix’ uses of Zookeeper [30] and ONOS’ use of Raft [47] — while providing a mechanism for distributed agreement used for consistent log replication — only provides...
crash fault tolerance. Akella and Krishnamurthy [8] introduce the study of crash tolerance in distributed SDN controllers and sketch a solution that involves even switches participating in a distributed agreement protocol which is extremely costly. Beehive [52] implements a highly scalable distributed controller platform, but does not provide any linearizability guarantees for network updates nor does it provide resilience against malicious adversaries as RoSCo does. Ravana [35] includes a distributed controller synchronization protocol that provides consistent network updates, but does not deal with malicious adversaries. Rosemary [49] and LegoSDN [17] both provide a protection framework for SDN applications to prevent malicious behaviors and crashes however both focus on resilience of the controller and the application in a single controller environment. In contrast to RoSCo the frameworks do not provide protection against an arbitrary host masquerading as a controller sending malicious unsolicited flow rules to switches. Renaissance [15] is self-stabilizing and hence can tolerate arbitrary and in particular malicious behavior, however, the distributed control plane can be inconsistent for longer periods and only recover after re-convergence occurred.

Malicious adversaries in SDN. Fleet [44] initiated the problem of dealing with malicious adversaries in the SDN context. Just as RoSCo, Fleet sketches a protocol that ensures progress as long as honest majority of controllers exist; but it does not provably satisfy event linearizability or its relaxation considered in this paper. Moreover, unlike RoSCo, Fleet requires extensive data plane instrumentation and their simulation does not provide a characterization of the cost of providing resilience against malicious adversaries nor the subtle protocol differences associated with different consistency properties. The position paper of Kreutz et al. [38] provides a good overview of the motivation for secure and dependable SDN controller platforms by discussing threat vectors (the model addressed in our paper corresponds mostly to threats 3 and 4, in addition to benign crash failures). Though discussing standard techniques for mitigating different threat combinations, the authors do not actually flesh out a concrete solution for a particular adversary.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We presented the first model of computation for SDN in the presence of faulty control processes as well as a protocol and prototype implementation that shows that only a minimal overhead is induced over existing SDN controller platforms that do not provide resilience against malicious behavior. In the future we will add support for proactive security [29], [13] for protecting against mobile adversaries. Moreover, it is inevitable to support a dynamic controller set: controllers may crash or get compromised and should be restored or replaced, and the system may expand to new geographical regions bringing in new controllers [27], [19]. While existing solutions have been presented in a general distributed systems sense we plan to explore them in an SDN specific context to determine if the SDN model can provide optimizations to existing solutions. As part of this, we plan to extend RoSCo and develop a comprehensive set of asynchronous protocols to allow control group modifications leveraging techniques from distributed key generation [25], [33] and threshold signatures [24].
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